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our 
NOOS
Classic elegance now and forever

Clothing made with uncompromising care, skilful craftsmanship and of the finest 
materials never goes out of fashion. Explore this catalogue and discover the many 
classic key items in our extensive NOOS range. You will find wool and cotton garments 
in classic colours as well as a number of fashion colours - ready for quick and flexible 
delivery directly from our headquarters in Denmark.  

Clipper - finest knitwear since 1955.
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Bernhardt Sørensen founded Clipper in 1955. 

This photo shows Mrs. Sørensen and employee Egon Jensen at 

the original production facilities in Denmark in 1960.
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Bernhardt Sørensen founded Clipper in 1955. 

This photo shows Mrs. Sørensen and employee Egon Jensen at 

the original production facilities in Denmark in 1960.

our  
story
Finest knitwear since 1955

The Clipper story begins in 1955 with the passionate entrepreneur Bernhardt Sørensen, 
who founded Clipper in Herning, Denmark. Bernhardt soon expanded by using highly 
specialised knitting mills in small, local factories. A business model we still use with 
partners around the world, carefully selected for their specialised knowledge and 
technical skills. Since 1955, however, we have also kept our own production facilities. 
Berhardt Sørensen's great passion for excellent quality and the finest craftsmanship 
remains the foundation of Clipper. And we are proud of that. 



To give you the best experience with the Clipper 

garments, and to achieve the perfect fit, we 

recommend that you use this measurement manual.

our size 
guide
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our size 
guide

Size guide for men (cm)

Size S M L XL 2XL 3XL 5XL 6XL

EU 48 50 52 54 56 58/60 62/64 66/68

Chest (cm) 91-96 96-101 101-106 106-111 111-116 116-122 122-130 130-138

Size guide - body measurements

How to measure

Our measurement chart is based on your chest width. For 
greatest accuracy, please measure directly on your body and, 
if possible, have someone take your measurements rather than 
yourself. The tape measure should be pulled snug, not tight. 
Measure around the fullest part of your chest, keeping tape 
under your armpits and around your shoulder blades. 

Your chest width will correspond to a recommended size in 
our measurement chart. If you would like a looser or tighter 
fit, you can switch a size up or down. If you are much taller 
than the average man, you may also need to switch up a size to 
compensate for body length and/or sleeve length.
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our 
qualities
It is one thing to create a perfect piece of 

knitwear the first time, but quite another to 

achieve the same great results year after year. 

Every day, our team of dedicated specialists make 

sure that we continue to deliver the same high 

quality and fine craftsmanship. 
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our 
qualities

Pure mercerised merino wool

Our mercerised merino wool has been especially developed for the 89-range. This 
amazing quality has a luxurious feel and appearance and offers enhanced comfort. As 
an added bonus, you can enjoy brighter colours, abrasion resistance and lower pilling.

Pure luxury cotton

Our luxury cotton has been especially selected for style no. 83111. The quality offers 
increased softness, strength and durability, and a reduced tendency to twist out of shape. 
The cotton is mercerised to obtain a perfect finish and improved dirt repellence.

Pure cotton 

The cotton fibre is so versatile that it can be woven or knitted into a bunch of different 
fabrics. Our pure cotton qualities range from sweat through pique to jersey. Cotton is 
strong, soft, breathable and comfortable – a purely natural product that is easy to wash 
and care for.

Wool blend

Naturally versatile, our wool blend provides comfort and superior performance. Care 
for it, and it will reward you with lasting good looks.

Pure new wool

Beautiful, versatile and resilient – pure new wool naturally breathes providing year-
round comfort anywhere, any time. A perfect quality for our fisherman styles. 



89411-176
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our 
89-range
100% soft mercerised merino wool

Our mercerised merino wool has been especially developed for the 89-range. 
This amazing quality has a luxurious feel and appearance and offers enhanced 
comfort. As an added bonus, you can enjoy brighter colours, abrasion 
resistance and lower pilling.
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Season colours

NOOS colours

the o-neck // 89401
100% mercerised merino wool // machine washable

112 navy, solid
(48-58/60)

1815 dark blue, mouliné
(48-58/60)

154 stone grey, melange
(48-58/60)

111 dark navy, solid
(48-58/60)

156 charcoal, melange
(48-58/60)

109 black, solid
(48-58/60)

116 dusty blue, melange
(48-58/60)

126 burgundy, solid
(48-58/60)

1838 olive, melange
(48-58/60)

1841 dark khaki, melange
(48-58/60)

169 rusty, melange
(48-58/60)

146 mocha, melange
(48-58/60)

176 terracotta, melange
(48-58/60)

1812 navy, melange
(48-58/60)
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89401-1838
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Season colours

NOOS colours

129 red, solid
(48-66/68)

112 navy, solid
(48-66/68)

176 terracotta, melange
(48-66/68)

1815 dark blue, mouliné
(48-66/68)

1838 olive, melange
(48-66/68)

154 stone grey, melange
(48-66/68)

169 rusty, melange
(48-66/68)

1841 dark khaki, melange 
(48-66/68)

128 aubergine, melange
(48-58/60)

111 dark navy, solid
(48-66/68)

146 mocha, melange
(48-66/68)

156 charcoal, melange
(48-66/68)

1812 navy, melange
(48-66/68)

109 black, solid
(48-66/68)

the v-neck // 89411
100% mercerised merino wool // machine washable

116 dusty blue, melange
(48-66/68)

126 burgundy, solid
(48-66/68)
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156 charcoal, melange
(48-58/60)

1812 navy, melange
(48-58/60)

Season colours

111 dark navy, solid
(48-58/60)

109 black, solid
(48-58/60)

154 stone grey, melange
(48-58/60)

NOOS colours

the cardigan // 89471
100% mercerised merino wool // machine washable

126 burgundy, solid
(48-58/60)
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89471-154
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156 charcoal, melange
(48-58/60)

111 dark navy, solid
(48-58/60)

109 black, solid
(48-58/60)

NOOS colours

the waistcoat // 89491
100% mercerised merino wool // machine washable

154 stone grey, melange
(48-58/60)



20 2120 2189491-156
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156 charcoal, melange
(48-58/60)

Season colours

111 dark navy, solid
(48-58/60)

109 black, solid
(48-58/60)

154 stone grey, melange
(48-58/60)

NOOS colours

the slipover // 89441
100% mercerised merino wool // machine washable

1815 dark blue, mouliné
(48-58/60)

126 burgundy, solid
(48-58/60)



22 2322

89441-1815
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the rollneck // 89451
100% mercerised merino wool // machine washable

156 charcoal, melange
(48-58/60)

126 burgundy, solid
(48-58/60)

Season colours

111 dark navy, solid
(48-58/60)

109 black, solid
(48-58/60)

154 stone grey, melange
(48-58/60)

NOOS colours
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89451-111
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the turtleneck // 89421
100% mercerised merino wool // machine washable

156 charcoal, melange
(48-58/60)

111 dark navy, solid
(48-58/60)

109 black, solid
(48-58/60)

NOOS colours

154 stone grey, melange
(48-58/60)
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89421-156



28 Cotton yarn production in Biella, Italy
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our 
cotton
range
Pure cotton

The cotton fibre is so versatile that it can be woven or knitted into a bunch of 
different fabrics. The first garment you will meet is our luxury cotton v-neck 
– created in mercerised cotton that offers perfect finish, increased softness, 
strength and durability. The following pure cotton qualities range from sweat 
through pique to jersey. All strong, soft, breathable and comfortable garments.
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Season colours

NOOS colours

126 dark red, solid
(48-58/60)

121 red, solid
(48-66/68)

170 rose, solid  
(48-66/68)

951 light grey, melange
(48-66/68)

145 khaki, solid
(48-62/64)

115 light blue, solid
(48-66/68)

172 dark rose, solid
(48-66/68)

177 dusty red, solid 
(48-66/68)

109 black, solid
(48-66/68)

187 dusty blue, solid
(48-66/68)

715 clear blue, solid
(48-66/68)

186 deep blue, solid
(48-66/68)

111 dark navy, solid
(48-66/68)

the v-neck // 83111
100% luxury cotton // machine washable

942 sand, melange
(48-66/68)
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83111-170
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the sweatshirt // 52
100% cotton // machine washable

Season colours

1818 Khaki, solid
(48-66/68)

116 dark petrol, solid
(48-66/68)

156 charcoal, melange
(48-66/68)

126 burgundy, solid
(48-66/68)

111 dark navy, solid
(48-66/68)

112 navy, solid
(48-66/68)

109 black, solid
(48-66/68)

NOOS colours



33333352-116
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the turtleneck // 492
100% cotton // machine washable

111 dark navy, solid
(48-66/68)

156 dark grey, solid
(48-66/68)

109 black, solid
(48-66/68)

NOOS colours

126 burgundy, solid
(48-66/68)
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492-156
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111 dark navy, solid
(48-66/68)

Season colours

156 charcoal, melange
(48-66/68)

109 black, solid
(48-66/68)

126 burgundy, solid
(48-66/68)

NOOS colours

the rollneck // 495
100% cotton // machine washable

104 white, solid
(48-62/64)



3737495-126
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the polo shirt SS // 1930
100% cotton piqué // machine washable

Season colours

186 warm blue, solid
(48-66/68)

128 burgundy, solid
(48-66/68)

100 white, solid
(48-66/68)

121 red, solid
(48-66/68)

111 dark navy, solid
(48-66/68)

115 light blue, solid
(48-66/68)

109 black, solid
(48-66/68)

NOOS colours

116 sky blue, solid
(48-66/68)
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1930-100
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109 black, solid
(48-58/60)

Season colours

the polo shirt LS // 1931
100% cotton piqué // machine washable

111 dark navy, solid
(48-66/68)
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1931-111
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our  
cardigans 
and more
Wool blend

The pullover and the zip-cardigans you will find on the following pages are 
evergreens and simply indispensable. All are in naturally versatile wool blend, 
which provides comfort and superior performance. Care for these garments, 
and they will reward you with lasting good looks.
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the ottoman cardigan // 13006
50% wool / 50% acrylic // machine washable

156 charcoal, melange
(48-66/68)

111 dark navy, solid
(48-66/68)

109 black, solid
(48-66/68)

NOOS colours
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13006-111
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the twin pullover // 86303
outside: 50% wool / 50% acrylic // inside: 100% cotton // machine washable

256 charcoal, melange
(48-58/60)

211 dark navy, solid
(48-58/60)

NOOS colours
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the twin cardigan // 86316
outside: 50% wool / 50% acrylic // inside: 100% cotton // machine washable

256 charcoal, melange
(48-66/68)

211 dark navy, solid
(48-66/68)

NOOS colours
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86316-256
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the bubble cardigan // 61666
50% wool / 50% acrylic // machine washable

11109 black, solid
(48-66/68)

NOOS colours
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61666-11109
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our  
fisherman
Pure new wool

Beautiful, versatile and resilient – pure new wool naturally breathes providing 
year-round comfort anywhere, any time. A perfect quality for our fisherman 
styles, guaranteed to keep you warm in almost any type of weather.
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the fisherman pullover // 20331
100% pure new wool // hand wash

111 dark navy, solid
(48-66/68)

NOOS colours
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the fisherman cardigan // 20361
100% pure new wool // hand wash

Season colours

111 dark navy, solid
(48-66/68)

109 black, solid
(48-66/68)

NOOS colours

1538 olive green, solid
(48-58/60)

154 grey, melange
(48-58/60)

11188 blue, solid
(48-58/60)
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20361-111
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the hat with lining // 4334
knit: 50% wool / 50% acrylic // lining: 100% cotton 
padding: 100% polyester // hand wash 

156 charcoal, melange
(S-XL)

111 dark navy, solid
(S-XL)

109 black, solid
(S-XL)

NOOS colours
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order
from  
stock
Quick and flexible delivery.  
Order through our webshop any time.

Clipper A/S

Nakskovvej 1 
DK-7400 Herning 

Tel // +45 9626 3229 
Mail // stock@clipper.dk 
Webshop // clipper.dk/home
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Norway

Erland Bottegård
+47 95 02 78 44
erland@eb-tekstilagentur.no

Sweden

Christofer Karlsson
+46 70 25 76 596
info@cabkagency.se

Denmark - West

Søren Holm
+45 52 14 70 31
sh@clipper.dk

Denmark - East

Mikkel Koll Espensen
+45 52 14 70 32
mke@clipper.dk

Finland

Jari Kettinen
+358 400 411 559
jari.kettinen@kettinen.fi

Niedersachsen

Johannes Steen
+49 0170 / 497 44 88
steen-luebbecke@t-online.de

Belgium

Jean-Marc Delaby
+32 2 479 33 47
info@jacrima.be

Ireland

John Darmody
+353 87 23 43 814
blainroe@eircom.net

Great Britain

Simon P. Lovell
+44 7905 366 309
simon.p.lovell@gmail.com

contacts






